Are You Twice Exceptional?

1. Are you very curious? ................................................................. YES NO ?
2. Do you feel smart sometimes and sometimes wonder if you are stupid?..... YES NO ?
3. Do ideas excite you?..................................................................................... YES NO ?
4. Do you love complicated work and find it hard to do work that is too simple?........................................................................................................... YES NO ?
5. Do you love learning new words?............................................................. YES NO ?
6. Are you great in some subjects and poor in others?................................. YES NO ?
7. Do you love numbers?................................................................................ YES NO ?
8. Do you remember what you see and forget what you hear?....................... YES NO ?
9. Do you love LEGO?.................................................................................... YES NO ?
10. Do you watch others to know what you are supposed to do?.................. YES NO ?
11. Do you love computers?........................................................................... YES NO ?
12. Do you get upset when it is noisy?.......................................................... YES NO ?
13. Do you like writing fantasy stories?........................................................... YES NO ?
14. Do you have trouble getting started when you write?.............................. YES NO ?
15. Do you try to do things perfectly?............................................................. YES NO ?
16. Would you rather tell people things than write about them?.................... YES NO ?
17. Do you have a great sense of humor?......................................................... YES NO ?
18. Do you read slowly?.................................................................................. YES NO ?
19. Do you have a vivid imagination?............................................................... YES NO ?
20. Do you hate reading aloud?....................................................................... YES NO ?
21. Do you love being in nature?..................................................................... YES NO ?
22. Do you often lose your place when you're reading?................................. YES NO ?
23. Do you like to collect things?..................................................................... YES NO ?
24. Do you mix up signs in math?.................................................................... YES NO ?
25. Do you set high goals for yourself?........................................................... YES NO ?
26. Is spelling difficult for you?...................................................................... YES NO ?
27. Do you just know things without knowing how you know them?............. YES NO ?
28. Do you have trouble remembering your math facts?............................... YES NO ?
29. Does it make you sad to see someone who is lonely?  
30. Do you hate timed tests?  
31. Do you protect those who are younger or being bullied?  
32. Do you often lose track of time?  
33. Are you upset by violence on television and in movies?  
34. Are you disorganized?  
35. Do you worry about injustice in the world?  
36. Is it hard to concentrate when you are trying to study?  
37. Are you deeply concerned about others?  
38. Are you uncomfortable in crowds?  
39. Are you very aware of other people’s feelings?  
40. Would you rather wear the same clothes every day because they are comfortable?  
41. Do you understand what animals are feeling?